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Abstract

Objective: The objective of this discovery-level investigation was to use mass spectrometry to identify low mass
compounds in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid from lung transplant recipients that associate with bronchiolitis obliterans
syndrome.

Experimental Design: Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid samples from lung transplant recipients were evaluated for small
molecules using ESI-TOF mass spectrometry and correlated to the development of bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome.
Peptides associated with samples from persons with bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome and controls were identified
separately by MS/MS analysis.

Results: The average bronchoalveolar lavage fluid MS spectrum profile of individuals that developed bronchiolitis obliterans
syndrome differed greatly compared to controls. Controls demonstrated close inter-sample correlation (R = 0.97+/20.02,
average+/2SD) while bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome showed greater heterogeneity (R = 0.86+/20.09, average+/2SD).
We identified 89 features that were predictive of developing BOS grade 1 and 66 features predictive of developing BOS
grade 2 or higher. Fractions from MS analysis were pooled and evaluated for peptide content. Nearly 10-fold more peptides
were found in bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome relative to controls. C-terminal residues suggested trypsin-like specificity
among controls compared to elastase-type enzymes among those with bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome.

Conclusions: Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid from individuals with bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome has an increase in low
mass components detected by mass spectrometry. Many of these features were peptides that likely result from elevated
neutrophil elastase activity.
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Introduction

Lung transplantation has become a widely accepted therapeutic

modality for many end-stage lung diseases. Unfortunately, chronic

rejection remains a major barrier to long-term survival with 50–

60% of lung transplant recipients affected at 5 years [1,2]. The

clinical surrogate of chronic allograft rejection is bronchiolitis

obliterans syndrome (BOS), which manifests as a decline, often

progressive, of lung function [3]. In addition to a peribronchial

infiltration of lymphocytes, neutrophilia also is a predominant

finding in BOS [4–9]. These neutrophils release factors of the

innate immune system, along with proteases [4,10–12]. Despite

the high incidence of BOS, the underlying pathogenesis remains

unknown and no clinical biomarker has been found to predict its

onset.

Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) is a rich source of potential

biomarkers. Although invasive, BALF is collected on a routine

basis for surveillance after lung transplant. In addition to cells and

proteins, small molecules or metabolites are sampled in BALF.

These small molecules can represent the end product of

metabolism, lipids, drugs and peptide byproducts of protease

digestion. Identification of metabolites unique to BOS has the

potential to provide novel biomarkers and to provide insight into
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mechanism of disease. This report describes a discovery-level study

of BALF samples from individuals at various times before and after

the diagnosis of BOS. While specific metabolites were targeted, it

became clear that many were peptides generated by protease

activity.

Materials and Methods

Study Population
The samples studied were excess cell-free BALF collected

between 1993–1996 and 2003–2007 at the time of clinically

obtained bronchoscopies as previously described [10]. Written

informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Briefly,

bronchoalveolar lavage consisted of 100–140 ml normal saline

instilled in either the right middle lobe or left upper lobe (lingula),

then aspirated. Samples were collected and immediately placed on

ice, cells were removed by centrifugation and supernatants were

stored at –80uC [10]. For this case-control study we chose 145

BALF samples (summarized in Table 1) from 64 individuals ages

27–63 (median 49, 48% female, average 2.25 BALF samples/

individual, range 1–8). Of these samples, 76 were from the 1993–

1996 source described previously [10] and 69 were from the 2003–

2007 source. The sample size was determined by the number that

could be accommodated in a single MS run. Cases (n = 95)

consisted of individuals that developed BOS within 18 months of

BALF sample acquisition. Controls (n = 50) were defined as those

who did not progress to any grade of BOS within 6 years or more

from BALF collection. Due to differences in column properties

and elution times, LC-MS data from the two experiments could

not be combined, whereas peptide and protein identifications were

combined.

Ethics Statement
This study was approved by the University of Minnesota

Institutional Review Board Human Subjects Committee (#
0107M04822).

Sample Preparation and Initial LC-MS Analysis
BALF samples (0.80 mL) were prepared for LCT-MS analysis

by application to a disposable C18 spin column (MacroSpin, C18,

The Nest Group Inc.). Columns were conditioned with 500 mL

acetonitrile (ACN) followed by 500 mL water with centrifugation (4

minutes, 20006g) each time. Samples were acidified to pH 2 with

formic acid and applied to the conditioned column. The columns

were rinsed twice with 400 mL of water/ACN/formic acid (95/5/

0.1). The sample was eluted first with 200 mL of water/ACN/

formic acid (50/50/0.1) followed by 200 mL of water/ACN/

formic acid (10/90/0.1). The combined 400 mL was concentrated

by vacuum centrifugation to approximately 50 mL. Samples were

brought up to 100 mL with water/ACN/formic acid (95/5/0/1).

Analysis was performed with the Waters, Inc. Acquity UPLC

system and an Acquity UPLC BEH C18 1.7 mm 2.16100 mm

column. The flow rate was 0.5 mL/minute with a column

temperature of 40uC. Injected sample (7 mL) was eluted using an

increasing gradient of ACN/water in 0.1% formic acid: 0.5

Table 1. Subject underlying diseaseunderlying Disease.

Underlying Disease Controls (n = 50) BOS (n = 95)

COPD/Emphysema 19 (38.0%) 38 (40%)

Alpha -1- Antitrypsin Deficiency 13 (26.0%) 37 (38.9%)

Pulmonary Hypertension 3 (6.0%) 12 (12.2%)

Cystic Fibrosis/Bronchiectasis 9 (18.0%) 0 (0%)

Pulmonary Fibrosis 4 (8.0%) 8 (8.4%)

Other 2 (4.0%) 0 (0%)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0084471.t001

Figure 1. UPLC separation of BALF fluid. Panel A. Total ion current
for a typical sample from an individual with BOS. Panel B. Total ion
current for a control subject who did not develop BOS within at least
100 months. The intensity has been adjusted to the same maximum as
Panel A. The large peak at 1.48 minutes corresponded to lidocaine.
Panel C. Extracted ion current for the +4 charge state of a component at
m/z = 410.98. Only peak b represented a monoisotopic ion. Peaks a and
c were isotopes of other compounds.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0084471.g001

Figure 2. Features predictive of BOS. The median intensity of each
feature is represented by the mass/charge (m/z) and retention time
(time). Using a false discovery rate of 10%, the circles indicate features
that are predictive of time to BOS 1 (triangles, n = 89) and those that are
predictive of time to BOS 2 or 3 (circles, n = 66).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0084471.g002
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minutes of initial buffer (water:can,98:2), a gradient to 20% ACN

(over 0.5 minutes) and a linear gradient to 100% ACN (over 7

minutes). The column was washed with 100% ACN (two minutes)

and then re-equilibrated with the starting buffer. This protocol

provided acceptable peak separation with minimal carry-over.

Mass spectrometry utilized the Waters LCT Premier XE TOF

operated in positive, double reflectron mode with dynamic range

enhancement. The scan rate was 0.1/s with continual calibration

by a lock spray. Leucine enkaphalin was the lock spray reagent

(557.2802 lock mass and 556.2771 attenuated lock mass) sampled

every ten scans. Capillary and cone voltages were 2500 and 30 V,

respectively. Features (accurate mass and retention time pair) of

the profile were compiled using MarkerLynx software and were

expressed as either raw intensity or normalized to 10,000 total

counts per profile. Features of the background (.0.1-times the

sample average) were disregarded. A feature is defined by a

specific mass/charge (m/z) and retention time. Due to multiple

charge states and possible adducts, a metabolite may be

represented by more than one feature.

Peptide Identification by LC-MS/MS
Peptide identification required pooling of samples from the

LCT-MS run to reach adequate concentrations for MS/MS

analysis. In two separate experiments we pooled aliquots (20 mL

each) from: 1) 6 BOS samples and from 16 control samples (1993–

96 samples) and 2) 15 controls and 5 BOS samples (2003–2007

samples). UPLC (elution as above) fractions were collected at 0.5

minute intervals (0.25 mL) between 1.0 and 3.5 minutes. Each

fraction was submitted for MS/MS analysis in the Orbitaltrap

mass spectrometer for peptide identification. Sample loading,

HPLC, and mass spectrometry were performed as previously

described [13] with the following exceptions: Electrospray mass

spectrometry was performed using a LTQ-Orbitrap XL (Thermo-

Scientific) with spray voltage set to 1.95 kV. Charge state

screening was enabled so that undetermined charge states were

excluded for data dependent fragmentation. Each sample was run

in duplicate to enhance coverage.

Database Searching and Data Processing
Raw mass spectrometric data obtained from Xcalibur software

(ThermoScientific) were extracted using ReAdw (Institute of

Systems Biology) to generate mzXML files. Data were searched

with SEQUEST V27 against a composite database consisting of

the NCBI human database V200806 and its reversed complement

and common contaminating protein sequences totaling 70711

entities. A total of 42242 spectra were searched from the control

dataset and 65124 spectra were searched from the BOS dataset.

Search parameters included no enzyme specification, 100 ppm

precursor molecular mass tolerance, 0.8 amu fragment ion mass

tolerance, a precursor ion mass range from 700–3600 Da and Met

oxidation. SEQUEST output was organized and peptide proba-

bilities were calculated through Peptide Prophet [14] using

Scaffold (Proteome Software, Inc., Portland, OR). Peptide

identifications were filtered using the following parameters: 95%

Figure 3. Top molecular and cellular biofunctions identified from protein substrates. Proteins identified from the sequenced peptides
were used in Ingenuity Pathway Analysis to determine the molecular and cellular function of the substrate proteins. The number of proteins
associated with each function is listed next to the bar.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0084471.g003
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peptide probability and 7 ppm for precursor mass tolerance.

Estimated false positive rates were calculated from identified

spectra using the equation: (2 6 reverse database identifications/

(forward+reverse database identifications)*100). Protein false

discovery rates were determined using the following calculation:

(reverse database identifications/(forward+reverse database iden-

tifications)*100). All identified MS/MS spectra (Table S1) can be

downloaded from Tranche (https://proteomecommons.org/

tranche/) with the following hash: haakgsT9g6Fl4waTlcLGNCD

7NJepCE2t0YG6oZCvq6dvkBc7uwf25BFEtTZ9hff0szXET8NK-

sODQcM3SeC0gkdaLGoUAAAAAAAACbA = = . These anno-

tated spectra can be viewed using the freely available Scaffold

Viewer software from www.proteomesoftware.com.

Statistical Analysis
Regression analysis was used to obtain correlation coefficients

for comparison of total LCT-MS profiles. To test if a metabolomic

feature was predictive of time to development of BOS, the median

intensity of each feature was used to dichotomize the feature

values. The log rank test was used to test for a difference in the

time to development of BOS between the dichotomized feature

values. The p-values produced by the log rank test were then

adjusted for multiple comparisons using the q-value approach of

Storey [15]. Features were declared of interest by setting the

threshold for the false discovery rate at 10%. This analysis was

conducted separately for BOS grade 1 and BOS grade 2 or 3.

Results

LCT-MS Analysis
The total ion current from LCT-MS analysis of organic solvent-

soluble materials revealed a very intense peak at 1.48 minutes with

m/z = 235.34. This was consistent with lidocaine, the local

anesthetic used in the bronchoscopy. Excluding that feature,

profiles were widely divergent between controls and those with

BOS. An individual with BOS (Figure 1A) showed very high total

ion current between 1.2 to 3.5 minutes while many control

samples showed low intensity for most of the profile (example in

Figure 1B).

From visual observation it was apparent that the average profile

for BOS differed greatly from the average profile for controls. To

determine reproducibility, replicate experimental runs were

performed at a 24-hour interval on 6 BOS samples and 6

controls. Reproducibility was excellent as illustrated by high

correlation coefficients of 0.996–0.999 between experimental runs.

Inter-sample comparisons gave high correlation coefficients as

well, especially for controls (R = 0.97+/20.02). All combinations

among six BOS samples showed somewhat lower correlation

(R = 0.86+/20.09). Most surprising was that BOS samples had

similar correlation to control samples (R = 0.86+/20.07). Overall,

correlation coefficients indicated that the novel features of BOS

samples differed widely, whereas control samples contained similar

features.

Table 2. C-Terminal amino acid comparison of unique endogenous peptides identified in BALF of transplant patients, control
compared to BOS.

c-terminal
residue frequency % frequency

% of frequency normalized
to naturally occuring AA
frequency frequency % frequency

% of frequency
normalized to
naturally occuring AA
frequency

Controls BOS

A 22 6.1 4.5 321 9.4 7.1

C 1 0.3 0.7 6 0.2 0.4

D 11 3.0 3.5 118 3.5 4.1

E 12 3.3 2.6 132 3.9 3.1

F 21 5.8 7.7 209 6.1 8.3

G 13 3.6 2.8 128 3.8 3.0

H 4 1.1 2.2 14 0.4 0.8

I 6 1.7 1.8 385 11.3 12.5

K 38 10.5 10.1 187 5.5 5.4

L 66 18.3 9.0 420 12.3 6.2

M 12 3.3 6.9 111 3.3 6.9

N 9 2.5 3.5 36 1.1 1.5

P 2 0.6 0.5 19 0.6 0.5

Q 19 5.3 6.0 74 2.2 2.5

R 43 11.9 11.6 86 2.5 2.5

S 33 9.1 5.7 141 4.1 2.6

T 8 2.2 2.0 232 6.8 6.2

V 14 3.9 3.4 617 18.1 16.0

W 5 1.4 4.9 21 0.6 2.2

Y 22 6.1 10.8 154 4.5 8.1

total 361 3411

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0084471.t002
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To test if a feature was predictive of developing BOS we used

the log rank test to look for a difference in the time to develop

BOS. Since we had multiple samples from individuals (average

2.25 BALF samples/individual) we used the first BALF sample

obtained from an individual for analysis. We identified 89 features

that were predictive of developing BOS grade 1 and 66 features

predictive of developing BOS grade 2 or higher (Figure 2). Most of

these features had elution times, mass ranges (m/z) and charge

states that were suggestive of peptides.

One limitation of the LCT-MS is that it provided m/z and

retention times but not structural identities. Circumstantial factors

such as elution times and the presence of multiply charged features

suggested that many of the features predictive of BOS were

peptides. An example was a feature at +4 charge that eluted at

1.33 minutes (peak b, Figure 1C). A peptide of the same m/z and

charge state was found in separate MS/MS analysis of pooled

samples and was assigned IRNDEELNKLLGKV of Histone

cluster 1, H2ah (Table S2). The extracted ion profile showed two

minor peaks with the same m/z (Figure 1C, lower case a and c).

However, these were easily distinguished as isotopes of other

compounds. We sought to identify endogenous peptides in our

samples since the retention times and charge pattern of many of

the features that predicted BOS suggested that they were peptides.

Identification of Endogenous Peptides of BALF
To have adequate sample volume we used pooled samples from

the BOS and control sample UPLC chromatograms to identify

endogenous peptides. Fractions were collected from two column

runs from each sample source and were analyzed in the LTQ-

Orbitrap mass spectrometer. Peptide identifications were strin-

gently filtered to give an estimated false positive rate of 0.16%,

corresponding to a protein false discovery rate of 1.2%. A

comprehensive list of all unique peptide identifications is given in

Table S2. Controls provided 196 unique peptides from 349

assigned spectra. From these peptides we identified 45 proteins.

The BOS samples had 1739 unique peptides from 3424 identified

spectra and a total of 228 unique proteins identified from the

peptides (Table S3). The majority (84%) of the 45 proteins

identified in controls were also found in BOS. There was less

commonality among peptides; only 34% of the peptides found in

the control samples were identified in BOS. Therefore, although

there appears to be some common substrates (i.e. proteins) that

generate the various peptides, the peptides themselves are

heterogeneous.

To categorize the protein substrates that generated the peptides,

Ingenuity Pathways AnalysisTM (IPA) was performed using unique

accession numbers of each identified peptide. The top biofunctions

that the proteins identified in the BOS samples were: cellular

movement, cell death, cell-to-cell signaling and interaction,

cellular assembly and organization and cell growth and prolifer-

ation (Figure 3). There was overlap in biofunctions between BOS

and control samples, however, there were significantly less proteins

in the control samples.

Analysis of the C-terminal residues of the identified peptide

sequences showed further differences between controls and BOS.

C-terminals were tabulated and normalized to the natural amino

acid distribution of the human genome (Table 2). Peptides from

the control samples had the highest occurrence of basic C-terminal

residues: 10.1 and 11.6% for K and R, respectively. BOS samples

had comparatively high C-terminal frequencies of V (16.0%), I

(12.5%), A (7.1%), and T (6.2%). The latter cleavage site

specificity implicated an increase of elastase 2-like activity [16].

Furthermore, a peptide from elastase- 2 or human neutrophil

elastase was identified in the BOS sample.

Discussion

One initial goal of this study was to further characterize BALF

of lung transplant recipients and to identify potential biomarkers

for BOS. Metabolite biomarkers offer several advantages over

proteins that are subject to degradation, modification and

aggregation, which may confound antibody-based assays. In

contrast, many small molecules are stable and easily measured.

As this study progressed, it became apparent that many features of

the metabolite profile were peptides. These offered the advantages

of easy identification by MS/MS. The combination of peptide

identity and substrate identification provides important informa-

tion regarding the basis and mechanism of these peptides in BOS.

Global MS analysis revealed many components that were more

abundant in patients with BOS. There was high inter-sample

correlation among controls suggesting relatively uniform compo-

nents of the BALF. However, profiles from BOS showed lower

correlation whether compared with controls or with other BOS

samples. This suggested that, while considerable similarity existed

among all BALF samples, BOS samples were substantially diverse.

MS/MS analysis of pooled samples identified many peptides

and their protein substrates. Ingenuity pathway analysis revealed

that, while protein substrates were similar for BOS and controls,

BOS samples provided 10-fold more peptides. Cellular movement,

cell death and cell growth and proliferation were among the top

five biofunctions of the substrates seen in BOS. This was consistent

with BOS being a disease marked by loss of normal cellular

function with subsequent proliferation, specifically fibroprolifera-

tion. The protein substrates present in BALF were consistent with

those proteins likely to be involved in the pathogenesis of BOS.

Although we, and others, have identified the presence of certain

proteases, such as matrix metalloprotease 9 and proteinase 3 as

biomarkers for the diagnosis and prediction of BOS [17–19],

specific protease activity has not been documented. Interestingly,

examination of C-terminal residues indicated an elastase-2 type

activity in BOS. In fact, a peptide from human neutrophil elastase

was found in pooled BOS samples. Neutrophilia has been

associated with BOS [4–6,11,12] and generalized protease activity

has been noted to increase in BOS along with a decrease in anti-

protease activity [4,12]. Our findings suggest that although other

proteases are present, the neutrophil elastase is the predominant

active protease.

Overall, there were an enormous number of features in the

BALF, especially in the BOS samples. Many of these features were

identified as peptide metabolites generated by cleavage from

neutrophil elastase. No peptide pattern specific to BOS was

identified. It is possible that many other classes of small molecules

are also altered in BOS and were not identified in this study.

Further studies of low mass compounds may expand the number

of metabolites that can be linked to the development of BOS.

Supporting Information

Table S1 All identified MS/MS features identified by
retention time and m/z.

(XLSX)

Table S2 Summary of Unique Identified Peptides from
Control Samples (2–199) and BOS2 Samples (202–1940).

(XLSX)

Table S3 Peptides matched to LCT mass spectrometry
experiment.

(XLSX)
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